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Abstract. In the era of globalization and permanent travel of people between far away regions of the world, air transport is one of the most important means of transport. Today it is also one of the most secure transport modes possibilities. Despite this, it is crucial to continuously improve the level of safety and reduce the absolute number of accidents and their victims. This idea stands at the beginning of the article subject creation and at the same time an attempt to further improve safety. The safety of the pilots and passengers plays a crucial role during air operations. One of the most important factors is the reliability of the aircraft. The main goal in the reliability work is to estimate the percentage of units of a product that will still be functioning after a particular period of time. In order to be able to make such a statement, it is necessary to select a probability distribution that will facilitate the construction of reasonably precise probability statements of the type that one wishes to make. In this analysis, the number of hours between failures has been used as the main variable for reaching the conclusion about the reliability of the aircraft at the selected examples.

1 Introduction

The constant growth of aviation and the increase in air traffic worldwide pose further challenges for the aviation industry to improve flight safety. To reach this goal, many specialists examine each air event in many aspects, creating different models, and looking for the best solutions to prevent risks. One of the tools for observing typical dangerous situations is statistical analysis [1, 2].

The aim of this contribution is to conduct a statistical analysis of the aircraft. It is assumed that the number of air events may depend on the time of year, the time of the air operations and the continent on which the flight will be performed [3, 4].

The motivation to undertake this subject was the interest in the safe movement of people in air traffic and the study of which factors have an impact on the safety of air operations.

Based on data from the Aviation Safety Network [5, 6], year 2017 was the safest year in the history of air transport. It should be noted that since 1997, the number of victims has decreased significantly from 1164 to 59 (Figure 1). There was no place in the world where there was an air crash involving commercial aircraft certified to carry at least 14 passengers (excluding sabotage and stripping), even though this year (2017) recorded the highest volume of air traffic in the history of air traffic [7-10].

Decrease in the number of air accident victims from 1164 in 1997 to 59 in 2017, is a proof that air travel is becoming safer and safer [11-13], which can partly be attributed to modern technological updates of aircraft, better safety procedures, and global cooperation to improve aviation infrastructure in developing countries.

2 Methods of identifying causes of air events

2.1 James Reason’s theory

The effect of a human factor upon causes of air accidents is perfectly well explained with the James Reason’s theory, who claims that safety within any system depends on the following factors [14]:

- strategy of performing actions at high management level,

Figure 1. Number of fatalities in air accidents between 1997 and 2017.
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• actions at low management level,
• factors conducive to making errors,
• actions performed by the aircrew,
• lack of defences/safeguards to support the aircrew.

According to this theory, if factors hazardous to safety arise at every above-mentioned stage of activity and are not eliminated on time, an accident occurs. A model of how an air accident arises, according to James Reason, has been presented in Figure 2. In the presented model, latent hazards may be present at all stages of activity to reveal themselves in some specific circumstances only. For instance, e.g. decisions taken at high level of management to reduce health requirements, or give up requirements for some specific predispositions, or make some savings on aircrew-training costs may drastically translate into severe hazards to flight safety, under extreme conditions of the aircrew performing their duties, with the workload considerably exceeding their capabilities. On the other hand, improper behaviour/actions by aircrews and/or lack of suitable defences/safeguards can, but do not have to, bring about unfavourable effects. A systematic approach to solving problems of flight safety most fully reflects the (huge) amount of factors that directly or indirectly affect the occurrence of an air accident.

![Figure 2. A model of how an air accident arises, according to James Reason.](https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201929101005)

There are four levels of causes of air events dependent on human actions [14]:

1. causes due to improper actions taken by the aircrew,
2. preconditions conducive to improper actions by the aircrew,
3. improper command/supervision, and its negative effect upon the aircrew,
4. improper management and its adverse effect upon the improper command/supervision and/or actions taken by the aircrew.

2.2 James Reason’s theory

The SHELL model by Hawkins can be considered the basis for the interpretation of human (i.e. pilot-made) errors as factors underlying interactions of each of the SHELL components. It gives good grounds for the explaining, controlling, and predicting errors. Figure 3 shows a graphic form of the flight safety model according to Hawkins. Interactions of each of the model-included components are given consideration in the SHELL model (Fig. 4).

![Figure 3. Systemic concept of flight safety model according to Hawkins.](https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201929101005)

![Figure 4. Interactions in the SHELL model.](https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201929101005)

The L-H (human being – aircraft) interactions can be considered from five different aspects [14]:

- interactions that depend, among other things, on the cockpit equipment, ergonomic conditions (man-machine interactions), adjustments to human’s features, and others;
- sources of information on the aircraft, accessibility, accuracy, readability thereof, uniformity, etc.;
- automatic control systems, whether the aircrew understand how to use them properly;
- aircraft warning systems, uniform and reliable signals, procedures, Traffic alert- and Airborne-Collision Avoidance warning Systems (TCAS, ACAS);
- principles of operation in the field of maintenance oriented at the aircraft itself (as a whole), systems, devices/instruments, circuits, etc. following the so-
called check-lists, precision of operating them, knowledge and observance of principles of operating on-board equipment, making correct use of the operational documentation.

Air accidents may be caused by disturbances in aircrew – aircraft, or servicing staff - aircraft relationships.

In the case of the L-S interface (human being – procedures and training) considered are interrelations between a human being on the one hand, and on the other hand, his/her level of training/education and applied procedures, and their probable contribution to causes of air accidents.

The liveware (L) and its contribution to causes of air accidents are considered from five different aspects [14]:

- physical: pilot’s height, weight, level of training acquired, fit, strength, age;
- physiological: immunity to diseases, health, the way of life, resistance to hallucinations, resistance to fatigue;
- psychological: ability to act or lack of it, plan of activity, the way of making decisions, attention divisibility, predispositions, personal attitude, emotions;
- knowledge and experience: the scope of professional knowledge, flying experience, personal experience;
- workload: schedule of the day, work time, shift work, leisure, jet lag.

Co-operation between aircrew members and all who participate in the flight (the L-L interaction) is given consideration from four aspects:

- communication: verbal, in writing, visual signals, between aircrew members, with other aircraft, with the air traffic control, phraseology;
- the CRM/TRM (Crew Resource Management) – aircrew co-operation, formal procedures, information transfer, crew members match;
- supervision: operational, in the course of training, taking care of quality, standards;
- rules and regulations in force – procedures, regulations, inspections, audits.

The L-E (human being – environment) interaction is given consideration from four aspects [14]:

- physical: airport/airfield, air navigation service, information, weather, work environment;
- psychological: satisfaction, morale, manners, family problems;
- functioning of the organisation: the set forth objectives, interrelationships, staff, HR policy;
- workload: excessive workload, time pressure.

3 Statistical analysis

3.1 Forecasted deliveries of aircraft

In response to the growth in air traffic forecast by ICAO, the two largest aircraft manufacturers, Boeing and Airbus, are planning to deliver around 69,000 new machines to their customers over the next twenty years (Figure 5):

- Boeing 42730 new planes [15],
- Airbus-26540 new aircraft [16].

![Figure 5. Forecasted delivery of aircraft by 2037.](image)

...All these mean that, with increasing air traffic, technology must be better than ever and precautions more stringent than ever before [17-19]. Many of these improvements can be attributed to the increasing efficiency and reliability of aviation technology, which has seen a reduction in the number of accidents caused by purely technical failures.

3.2 Number of air events due to hydraulic system failure

This work summarizes all the air events recorded so far, which were caused by the failure of hydraulic systems. Civil and military aircraft have been taken into account. All collected data comes from the database of "Aviation Safety Network" - a private, independent initiative established by the European Commission [5].

In 1996, covering accidents and safety issues in aviation, for passenger aircraft, military transport aircraft and corporate jets. Most of the information obtained from "Aviation Safety Network", comes from official sources.

A total of 73 aviation accidents and incidents were recorded, due to the failure of hydraulic systems. The first such air event was recorded in 1943, and the last one was recorded in 2015. The largest number of them took place in 1989, and in 1995 - each with 4 accidents. In the last three years, i.e. 2016 - 2018, there was not a single aviation accident caused by a failure of hydraulic systems (Figure 6).
3.3. Number of occurrences due to hydraulic system failure due to aircraft manufacturer

Aviation accidents and incidents caused by hydraulic system failures occurred on machines belonging to 34 different aircraft manufacturers. Aircraft belonging to the American aviation company "Boeing" are the leader among the accidents caused by the failure of hydraulic systems. The following were noted 11 air events involving aircraft produced by this company. Slightly fewer air events occurred on aircraft belonging to "Douglas Aircraft Company" (10 cases), and the 'Lockheed Aircraft Company' (9 cases). The safest aircraft manufacturer, due to the air event caused by hydraulic system failures, turned out to be "Airbus". There was not a single accident and incident resulting from hydraulic problems in the machines of this manufacturer (Figure 7).

2.4. Number of occurrences due to hydraulic system failure including phases of flight

It was during the landing phase that the most incidents and accidents were recorded, including hydraulic system failures (Figure 8). There were as many as 47 air events in our database, including the aforementioned Boeing 767-300 emergency landing of LOT Polish Airlines in Warsaw.

The landing of an aircraft is the most difficult phase of the flight. It is a very complex process, in which the concentration of crew must be the greatest, due to the high complexity of the need to perform procedures in the cockpit. During landing, pilots are dependent on the altitude at which manoeuvrability is limited, as well as environmental, human or mechanical factors, e.g. size, weight of the aircraft, avionics.

The most recent incident resulting from hydraulic system failure took place on 12 March 2015 at Blackpool Airport in the UK. "Raytheon 390" aircraft with four people on board, he flew from Avignon-Caum Airport in France to Blackpool.

3 Conclusions

A statistical analysis of aviation accidents and incidents caused by failure of hydraulic systems has proved that, despite strict safety procedures in this mode of transport, such air events still occur. Their frequency is no longer as high and does not involve as many fatalities as in the past. None of these cases have been recorded in the last three years.

The United States is the country with the highest number of such air events, but it must be realised that the volume of air traffic is one of the highest there over the world. Every year the number of passengers travelling by air is increasing, which means that air carriers will have to gradually expand their fleet on new machines. On the basis of publicly available documentation, it has been shown, that manufacturers such as Boeing and Airbus will produce almost 69,000 new machines, which means that the number of their aircraft will be twice as many as before.

The United Airlines 232 catastrophe could have been more tragic if not the experience of the crew [20-23]. Until the last moments of this flight, the pilots fought against controllability with only two efficient engines at their disposal. This was not the only tragic cadastre in history with the same type of aircraft. Due to their design defects, further production of McDonnell Douglas DC-10 aircraft was abandoned. The emergency landing of the Boeing 767 plane of LOT Polish Airlines in 2011 in Warsaw could have been prevented if the crew had noticed that the fuse responsible for powering the alternative chassis release had been pulled out. The National Aviation Accident Investigation Commission recommended that Boeing modify its checklists, including by adding a sub-point indicating the need to check the fuses if the alternative landing gear release system does not work.
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